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In reasent years a lot of attention has been paid for coupling in plasmon-exciton sytems [1] Due to strong light-

matter interaction lower losses in such systems can be achieve. Strong coupling is an extreme form of light-matter 

interaction in which molecules exchange energy with an electromagnetic mode, often the mode is that of an optical cavity. 

For strong coupling to occur the exchange rate has to be faster than the rate of any competing dissipative process [2]. 

Strong coupling between plasmons and excitons are important for plasmonic laser application, biosensing, chemical 

reaction rate, integrated photonics devices [3-4]. In this study the plasmon-exciton polariton formation under strong 

coupling regime was investigated. The structure from silver-gold metal thin film and PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) 

with Rhodamine R6 (R6G) dye layer were modelled in the Kretschmann configuration. The optical model was consists 

from BK7 glass prism, metal layer (Ag(35nm)-Au(9nm)) 44 nm in thickness and various thicknesses of the PMMA/R6G 

from 5 to 70 nm. In order to study coupling strength versus the R6G dye concentration in the PMMA matrix the refractive 

index dispersion of PMMA/R6G layer were tuned by changing strength of absorption lines of R6G dye. In the case of 

plasmon-exciton polariton hybrid mode the strong coupling was realized only in p-polarized light. For detail analysis of 

simulated optical response of the planar nanostructure the changes of state of light polarization were used upon total 

internal reflection, a so called total internal reflection ellipsometry. The changes in the polarization were expressed in the 

ellipsometric parameters  and  and further presented through the reflection intensity of p- and s-polarizations. The 

Rabi splitting at the anti-crossing point which determined the coupling strength was evaluated from the optical dispersions 

maps of the p-polarized reflectance. Such numerical simulations gives possibilities to optimize strong coupling supported 

plasmonic-nanophotonic structures in order to fabricate them.    
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